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Companies around 
the world trust open 

sourCe

90% of Fortune 500 

companies use Red Hat 

products and solutions1.

By 2013, open source 

technology will be in 85% 

of all modern commercial 

software solutions2.

ExEcutivE summary

Increased availability of highly functional enterprise open source business process manage-

ment (BPM) technology is bringing the benefits of BPM solutions within reach of more compa-

nies and projects. If you are considering deploying BPM solutions, but have been daunted by 

the cost, footprint, risk, lack of flexibility, or complexity of proprietary options, an enterprise 

open source approach may be just what you are looking for.

tHE BENEFits OF OPEN sOurcE sOFtWarE sOLutiONs

EvEryonE bEnEfits from opEn sourcE

Open source software is free to download and use. Users can examine, test, pilot, and e 

ven deploy these solutions into production without any upfront cost. However, support and 

services for open source products can vary widely, and some users choose to rely on a 

network of volunteers in the open source community to provide fixes, security patches,  

and assistance. 

Commercial open source companies bring open source to the enterprise. They take the best 

of the community code and related projects and make it ready for enterprise customers by 

fully testing and certifying open source distributions. Then, they offer service-level agree-

ment (SLA)-based support services, patches, and updates—most using a subscription model. 

With enterprise open source, you  benefit from both the innovative community-built solu-

tions and the backing of a global support organization, all at a fraction of what a proprietary 

license would cost.

public administration is going opEn sourcE

Public administration at local, federal, regional and national levels faces some of the most 

difficult challenges in decades. Citizen expectations are increasing the demands made on 

governments, which requires innovation to provide new services. The increasing scarcity of 

financial resources requires solutions that minimize cost, footprint, and complexity. 

Public administrations are traditionally rigid and carry considerable inertia. Technologies 

that are open and adaptable can provide much needed agility. Enterprise open source soft-

ware can help governments face these challenges, and can provide the efficiency, reusability, 

and sustainability needed to meet society’s demands for more efficient use of resources.

	 1	 Red Hat client data, 2013.

	2	 Gartner “What Every Practitioner needs to know about OSS”, October 2010, #G00207329.
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WHy BusiNEss PrOcEss maNaGEmENt?

Business processes are the set of activities that convert inputs into outputs and define the pro-

cessing of the organization as a whole. These processes help define things that need to happen 

repeatedly, such as:

•	What happens when a customer calls with a complaint? 

•	How is an insurance claim handled from start to finish? 

•	How is an order processed from the time it is received until it is fulfilled? 

When an organization identifies a new business requirement, the work to set up or adjust the  

corresponding business process should be as straightforward as possible, requiring minimal time 

from appropriately skilled people. A business process management system exists for the purpose 

of making this work straightforward, flexible, and affordable.

achiEvE businEss agility with automatEd procEssEs 

Business processes, no matter how well they are designed and conceived, must  be implemented 

through organizational structures, staff responsibilities, and information systems. Every transac-

tion must be successfully executed, whether that execution is fully manual, fully automated, or a 

combination of manual and automated steps. Because organizations and processes constantly 

change in response to new opportunities and challenges, business processes and rules should 

also be easy to modify, allowing information systems to adapt to new strategies and tactics. 

A BPM solution automates business processes using a business process engine that executes 

steps in a defined process. This means that, at the touch of a button, a BPM system is able to 

execute process models so the organization performs exactly as the process states. Process 

implementation becomes seamless and automatic, and business process improvement (BPI) 

becomes a reality.  

Illustration 1: A business process management system provides standards-based, easy-to-use tools to define 
the steps in a business process.
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simplE analysis of procEssEs and workflow

BPM technology helps business analysts and others design processes using straightforward, 

visual tools. The organization uses these tools to model the activities it performs to achieve its 

goals. By creating flow charts of their processes, including both human-performed steps and 

system workflow, analysts can improve the visibility of business practices, making them easier for 

business analysts and software developers to understand, monitor, and modify. 

monitor your wholE organization in rEal timE

As the saying goes, “what is not measured cannot be improved.” How quickly can you react to 

a fall in demand? How long does your organization take to define a new stock policy for your 

outlets? Where in the organization do you currently have a lack or excess of personnel? BPM 

solutions offer business activity monitoring (BAM) capabilities that help your organization 

measure and analyze—either in real-time or retrospectively—every key variable needed to make 

quick and effective decisions.

lEad your fiEld with a procEss-basEd organization

Much like industrialization revolutionized manual manufacturing, automation based on BPM prin-

ciples and technology is a powerful shift in people-intensive service industries such as finance 

and banking, insurance, and public administration. The ability to organize manual work around 

processes, assisting and supporting decision-taking, and task execution is key to high productiv-

ity and effectiveness. Moreover, there is an increasing need to measure and monitor in real time 

how the organization is performing in order to adapt to the continuous changes and challenges 

that the environment and competition bring. 

Figure 2. A business process management system provides advanced visual business activity monitoring that 
can be easily customized to the business needs.
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BusiNEss PrOcEss aND BusiNEss ruLEs maNaGEmENt:  
BEttEr tOGEtHEr

A business process management solution that includes advanced business rules management 

provides both top-line and bottom-line benefits. It supports a design and management approach 

that fosters business agility, strategic alignment, and competitive advantage. 

Using a combination of BRM and BPM technologies, organizations can improve the relationships 

between business and process analysts and their technical and engineering counterparts by fully 

modeling business processes and policies in ways that are meaningful and easily understood. 

Some BPM solutions combine these capabilities in a single product so analysts and develop-

ers can use a common system to model complex business logic—defining how business pro-

cesses, business rules, and complex events work together. In this integrated world, processes can 

execute rules, rules can initiate processes, external applications and systems can interact with 

processes and rules, and systems can make very sophisticated decisions on the fly. 

By defining all the organization’s business logic using a single platform, the business can more 

effectively and efficiently design, implement, and evolve the sophisticated, highly automated pro-

cesses required by today’s competitive environment.

Easily implEmEnt businEss rulEs and policiEs

Advanced BPM solutions include state-of-the art business rules management systems. Whether 

your goal is agility or compliance, you need to ensure that the business’s policies are not inside a 

black box. Instead, they must be easily controlled, understood, monitored, and changed. Policies 

are ideally defined by business rules designers--analysts with business expertise. These policies 

can specify many things, such as:

•	how interest charges are calculated

•	how an insurance claim is processed

•	who is eligible for benefits

•	how quickly a customer should receive a response

•	which parts must be assembled to create a product

•	which supplier should receive an order

•	whether a given transaction should produce a fraud alert

•	and many more 

All businesses have policies and rules. The question is who defines, executes, and maintains them, 

and—most importantly—how.

usiNG a siNGLE 
PLatFOrm tHat 
cOmBiNEs BPm aND 
Brm caN OFFEr siGNiFi-
caNt aDvaNtaGEs FOr 
PrOjEcts iN a raNGE 
OF iNDustriEs aND 
FuNctiONs iNcLuDiNG:

•	Automated control systems: 

Air conditioning and heating

•	Securities and commodi-

ties: Pricing and electronic 

trading 

•	Healthcare delivery: 

Assessing drug interactions 

or providing prescription 

assistance 

•	Financial services and 

insurance: Fraud detection 

and pricing 

•	Manufacturing and distri-

bution: Product configura-

tion with complex feature 

interdependencies
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bEnEfits of using a singlE platform for bpm and brm

•	reduced gaps between business and it. Advanced, easy to use web-based tools provide an  

excellent user experience that improves collaborative work.

•	streamlined creation, maintenance, and revision of business processes, rules, and applica-

tions. Business experts can define business processes and policies and easily interact with 

their IT counterparts to define interaction with other systems and applications.

•	reduced duplication and inconsistency. Organizations can simplify and centralize business 

process and rules by defining them once, maintaining them in one place, and reusing them 

across the organization.

•	increased intelligence to your organization. Processes and rules combined with events gener-

ate key information and automate decision-making and action-taking to help your organization 

become more efficient, streamlined, and effective.

Finally, process and rules management technology makes business systems more transparent,  

controlled, and auditable by raising the visibility of business processes and business rules and  

centralizing and standardizing their definition and governance. Organizations that can deploy  

these technologies effectively will be able to reduce compliance cost and risk. 

OPEN sOurcE ExPaNDs POssiBiLitiEs

In the past, the high cost and complexity of proprietary solutions deterred many companies and 

projects from using them. As a result, different applications, workflows, processes, and rules 

proliferated across a diverse range of technologies within the organization. Companies were not 

able to realize the benefits—or were able to do so only for a small number of specialized projects 

in limited ways. Fortunately, the availability of highly functional open source solutions now places 

the technology within reach for many more organizations—and for many more projects within 

those organizations. You now have a choice of BPM technologies.

When choosing open source software, make sure it is available on a subscription basis that 

includes access to expert support, patches and updates, long-term maintenance policies, and  

legal assurances. 

Community projects provide fast-paced innovation, but not all open source commercial vendors 

give customers the best of both worlds—innovation from the vibrant open source community, plus 

the long-term stability of enterprise-class products. 

The absence of licensing fees, common in proprietary software, is one of the reasons customers 

commonly see significant savings when moving to open source software.
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ABOUT RED HAT

Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of open source solutions, using a community-powered 
approach to provide reliable and high-performing cloud, virtualization, storage, Linux, and  
middleware technologies. Red Hat also offers award-winning support, training, and consulting 
services. Red Hat is an S&P company with more than 70 offices spanning the globe, empowering  
its customers’ businesses.
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AND AFRICA 
00800 7334 2835 
europe@redhat.com
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apac@redhat.com

LATIN AMERICA 
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cONsiDEriNG BPm sOLutiONs? taLK tO rED Hat

about rEd hat Jboss bpm suitE

Red Hat JBoss BPM Suite is one part of the Red Hat JBoss Middleware portfolio. As with all  

Red Hat products, Red Hat JBoss BPM Suite is available on a subscription basis. The subscrip-

tion includes access to expert Red Hat support, patches and updates, long-term maintenance 

policies and legal assurances, and a host of other benefits. 

For more information about how Red Hat JBoss BPM Suite can help you improve business 

agility, reduce costs, and increase the transparency and auditability of your systems, contact 

your Red Hat sales representative or visit redhat.com/bpmsuite.
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